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ABSTRACT

For determination of non-linear field components along the beam axis of a quadrupole field an incremental Hall-probe measurement is proposed. The small sensitive length of a Hall-probe allows to measure the detailed field distribution needed for high precision beam calculations. Systematic errors due to longitudinal field components and sag of the probe arm can be eliminated.

Beam calculations on the basis of a sharp cut-off-model for magnetic lenses have a result different from that of a calculation incorporating the real field distribution. It is important especially to take into account the distribution of non-linear field fractions along the beam center line.

Because of the variation of the axial distance of a particle passing a lens (e.g. in the case: focal length equal length of the lens) and because of the high power $n^{-1}$ in the increase of non-linear field fractions with the multipole order $p = 2n$ there will be different deflection errors for the same integral value of non-linear field fractions integrated along the beam centerline, but for different distributions of non-linear fractions along this axis.

The deflecting angle of a lens for a particle passing the lens at a certain distance $r$ from the axis shall be $\alpha$ and the deflection error produced by different non-linear field fractions shall be $\Delta \alpha$. $\Delta \alpha$ shall be a non-linear field fraction of the order $p = 2n$ which varies along the axis $s$ and is normalized to the field on the aperture circle in the longitudinal central region, $r$ is the radius of the aperture circle and $g(s)$ the gradient of the quadrupole field and $l$ its total length. Then the relative deflecting error $\Delta \alpha/\alpha$ is:
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the measured distribution of non-linear field fractions along the axis in the end field region of a quadrupole depends on the measuring system used.

Rotating coils\(^3, 4\) average the multipole components over a certain longitudinal range, whereas a Hall-plate enables one to measure a short disk type section of the field, which is smaller by one or two orders of magnitude\(^5\).

In order to perform exact beam calculations, needed especially for spectrometer arrangements and energy defining systems\(^6\), an incremental Hall-probe measurement with the transverse field component normal to the Hall-plate and with the probe led on a circle around the field axis is proposed for determination of non-linear field components along the field axis by Fourier analysis of the fluctuation of the field value on circles in planes normal to the field axis\(^7\), as shown in Fig. 2.

The systematic errors caused in the three-dimensional end fields by the plane Hall-effect and sag of the probe arm can be calculated and do not disturb the analysis of the multipole components, respectively\(^8\).

In this way, a more detailed measurement is possible in order to perform a thick lens high order beam calculation.
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Fig. 1
Fig. 2 Comparison of measuring methods for determining non-linear field components in multiple fields